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The popularity of dramatic performance among native-born Americans during the nineteenth century has been well documented, but there is less awareness of the role of drama within particular groups, but have not related that development to the larger American context. The opera house was so ubiquitous in American communities that casual observers might assume immigrant theatre merely mimicked the English-American counterpart. But a closer look at one group—the Czechs—yields some preliminary observations and conclusions: Czech-American theatre was particularly unrelated to its English-American counterpart.

Czech-American theatre was distinct from that staged by Anglo-Americans in its origins, production, rationale, and temporal persistence. It was produced locally, rather than imported, and was staged primarily to establish and maintain ethnic cultural identity rather than as a profitable business venture. Czech-American theatre in the nineteenth century, like that in Anglo-America, followed closely on the heels of settlement, but it remained an integral part of community life among Czechs two decades or more after its demise in English-speaking towns. In part these distinctions are reflected in extant Czech theatre curtains in Nebraska.

From its inception, drama in Anglo-America was less an indigenous than a commercial affair. It grew from a desire for entertainment, which was met principally by the commercial market. Professional touring companies, following British models, provided most productions. With the nation's expansion beyond the Alleghenies after 1750, the establishment of hundreds of new towns created greater demand for the traveling troupe. This trend was accelerated by the settlement of the trans-Mississippi region and the completion of a national rail network in the late nineteenth century.

A country starved for entertainment demanded variety, and during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the American public was treated to a range of home talent productions, Lyceum courses, minstrel shows, stock productions, specialty acts, touring plays, vaudeville, musicals, and burlesque. Legitimate theatre was essentially eclipsed by vaudeville and other forms of popular entertainment by 1910, at the same time that all forms of live production began to be superseded by the motion picture.

The commercial nature of American theatre was manifest in building construction as well. Nineteenth-century theatre buildings, regardless of size or type, were principally located on the upper floors of business blocks, with commercial stores on the main level. Though the design and technical sophistication of the auditorium or "house" evolved over the years, depending on community size and amount invested in construction, upper-level business block locations dominated American theatre architecture in the Midwest through the turn of the century. Although construction of theatres or opera houses was sometimes accomplished by popular subscription, or occasionally through donation from a wealthy entrepreneur, most were strictly business ventures.

In contrast with this commercial development, theatre among Czechs was more an indigenous and participatory phenomenon. Czech love of drama, as that of Europeans generally, was centuries old by the time of settlement in North America. It dated at least to the Middle Ages, when performances inspired by Christianity and folklore were popular. The oldest recorded Czech plays evolved around religious festivals, which were initiated by the clergy and performed in Latin. Later the lay public began to participate, and drama came to be more secular in content and performed in the vernacular.

After suffering puritanical opposition and a short eclipse during the Hussite religious reform period of the fifteenth century, Czech drama was revived in the sixteenth century by Jesuits at Prague. Its status was elevated in the mid-seventeenth century by Jan Amos Komenský (Comenius, 1562-1670), who wrote plays for use in school curricula. One of his books, Schola ludus (School on the Stage), detailed the values of using dramatic forms to enhance instruction. Together with Orbis sensualium pictus (The World in Pictures), it solidified his reputation as the foremost educator of his time (fig. 42). Few if any of Komenský's plays were performed in his native land, however, for the Counter-Reformation which followed the Thirty Years War (1618-48), and which led to his exile from the Czech lands, signalled the beginning of a long...
period of suppression of Czech culture by German Habsburg authorities. Not until the late eighteenth century, with the beginning of the Czech Národní obrození (National Revival), did Czechs again publicly perform plays in their native tongue.

In the interim, Czech theatrical traditions and the language were preserved in the villages. These folk traditions informed a new generation of playwrights during the Národní obrození, including well-known dramatists Josef Kajetán Tyl and Václav Klíčpera. Together with others they initiated a new flowering of Czech drama which focused on historical and folk themes.

Czech enthusiasm for drama, despite setbacks suffered during Nazi occupation and Communist rule, continues to the present time. Among the best known contemporary playwrights is former Chartist dissident Václav Havel, first president of the Czechoslovak Federal Republic and current president of the newly formed Czech Republic.

During the Národní obrození the amateur theatrical society was the principal vehicle for the remarkable resurgence of drama. Just as the Czech language had been saved from Habsburg/Austro-Hungarian suppression in the villages of Bohemia and Moravia, so too was the dramatic impulse preserved there away from the watchful eyes of the authorities. The resurgence of all forms of Czech culture in the nineteenth century came to be symbolized in drama because of its close ties to language and the immediacy of its communication. During the 1830s and 1840s, just prior to the mass Czech emigration to the United States, amateur groups played in at least 130 Bohemian and Moravian towns. This momentum was maintained with the arrival of immigrants on American soil. Czech-language drama began almost immediately with settlement in Nebraska. By 1900 most of the larger Czech enclaves had experienced a long tradition of theatrical production. Subsequently the movement spread to smaller communities. Virtually every Czech settlement, regardless of size, participated in home talent drama at some time during the twentieth century.

The first recorded Czech play in Nebraska was performed in the Big Blue settlement between Wilber and Crete in 1869. Staged under the auspices of the reading society formed by Josef Jindra, the play was entitled, Rekrutýrka v Kocourkově (Recruiting in Kocourkov). In the same year a Czech play was performed in Štěpáněk’s Hall at Thirteenth and William in Omaha. A handful of plays followed, but drama there remained sporadic until the arrival in 1874 of Frank J. Sadflek, who for a time revitalized interest.

Czech theatre must have grown slowly, for Sadflek was lured to Wilber in 1877, primarily
because of the strong interest in
drama. Josef Schuessler arrived in
Wilber from Chicago that same year,
where he had been a prominent mem­
ber of Alois Prokop’s traveling theatre
group. He directed Czech plays at
Hokuf’s Hall for twenty-seven years
until his death in 1903. The 1870s
also saw Czech drama emerge in the
Tabor and Schuyler settlements of
Colfax County, and at Niobrara in
Knox County. Other Nebraska com­
munities whose citizens sponsored
Czech drama in the 1880s included
Dodge, Verdigre, and Milligan.

Apparently there was limited expan­
sion of Czech drama during the depres­
sion years of the 1890s, but the turn of
the century saw renewed interest.
Brainard, Burwell, Table Rock, and
Weston contributed to the early twenti­
eth century activity, while several
smaller communities became active
thereafter: Virginia and Swanton in the
teens; Dwight, Hemingford, Loma, and
Odell in the twenties; and Bee, Brush
Creek, and Cedar Hill in the thirties.

The staging of Czech drama in
Nebraska communities remained virtu­
ally continuous once it commenced.
Performance ebbed and flowed accord­
ing to individual interest and leader­
ship, but two peak periods are generally
evident; the first during the early dec­
dades of the twentieth century, prior to
the suppression by native-born Ameri­
cans of foreign-language use during
and after the First World War, and the
second during the two interwar dec­
dades. Drama in several smaller com­
munities was short-lived, primarily
because of a late start, but older and
larger settlements such as Brainard,
Clarkson, Crete, Milligan, Omaha,
Schuyler, Verdigre, and Wilber experi­
enced several decades of virtually
uninterrupted theatrical activity.

Wilber’s support of Czech-language
theatre from 1877 to 1942 may be
unsurpassed.

Czech drama in Nebraska essentially
ended following the Second World
War. Though an occasional Czech play
was staged after that time, as in Dwight
in 1962, the postwar period witnessed
the demise of the locally-produced
Czech play. Prolonged limitations on
new immigration, and a changing
national focus precipitated by the cold
war, contributed to a decline of Czech-
language acquisition in the home by the
postwar generation. Nevertheless, the
survival of Czech drama some two to
three decades after the demise of the
English-speaking traveling troupe
attests to the persistence of cultural
awareness in Czech-America.

The principal institution of Czech
drama in Nebraska, the dramatic soci­
ety, also distinguishes it from other
forms of American theatre. Although
home talent productions were known
for a time in many American communi­
ties, the American dramatic perform­
ance, whether legitimate theatre, opera,
or vaudeville, was primarily “im­
ported” through traveling troupes of
professionals, who were the main
institution of the English-language
stage. By contrast, the locally pro­
duced play, directed or performed by a
few professionals but primarily staged
by amateurs, was the heart and soul of
Czech theatre in Nebraska.

It is no surprise, given the popularity
of similar groups in the Old Country
prior to emigration, that local dramatic
societies were among the first Czech-
American organizations to be formed
on the Nebraska prairies. Composed
of individuals from all walks of life,
and prominently including farmers,
these societies contributed to a rich and
diverse cultural life among Czechs. Josef Jindra’s reading society of 1867 in Saline County was the first, followed by František Mareš’s Reading and Benevolent Society of Omaha, 1873, and the dramatic society, Klípera, founded in 1874 by prominent Omaha freethinker F. B. Zdrůbek. The Bohemian Reading Society, Hlučoněšský, at Tábor, Colfax County, was also formed that year.22
The home talent club or society was formed virtually wherever plays were staged. Josef Sedivy’s Český lev, formed in 1878 at Niobrara, was one of the earliest and longest-lived (fig. 43). Sedivy staged plays there for a quarter century. Wilber’s first club, Tyl, was established in 1893, while in neighboring Milligan, Zbor zaboj was founded in 1899. Another long-lived club was at Milligan. Formed in 1926 as Ochotnické družstvo and reorganized the next year as Ochotnický kroužek, this club staged plays until 1938, and was one of the principal sponsors of the construction of the new Milligan Auditorium, or Narodní síň, in 1929.
In addition to independent societies, several dramatic clubs were adjuncts to fraternal benevolent societies. Prominent among sponsors during the peak periods were the Západně Česko-Bratrská Jednota (ZČBJ) and the Sokols, the Czech gymnastic society. Several Czech Catholic parishes also established clubs, such as the Čtenářský klub Jablonsky of St. Wenceslaus Parish in 1900 at Dodge. Chapters of Komenský educational clubs also sponsored plays at times during the first two decades of this century, as did many Czech-language free schools in the summers.
While local productions were the mainstay of Czech drama, professional and other touring troupes helped spark and maintain interest. In 1893 the famous Prague touring company of František Ludvík toured the United States, playing in prominent Czech towns and cities. The “Ludvíkovci” performed in twenty-seven American locations that year, with a remarkable twelve of them in Nebraska. Ludvík so appreciated the response his troupe received that he and twelve of his actors decided to establish the Ludvík Theatre Company in Chicago. In 1917 he made another national tour, which performed in over forty Nebraska

Czech communities.23 Locally, Omaha had its own professional troupe. The Ochotnický kroužek Mošna was most active during the 1920s (fig. 44).24 Many local clubs “toured” occasionally to surrounding towns, especially in the twentieth century.
Architecturally the Czech-American theatre developed along distinctive lines as well. The first Czech play in Nebraska was held in the small log hall built by Jan Svoboda on his farm near Crete. The stage, measuring only six by fourteen feet, occupied one side of the hall and was made by placing heavy boards across two sawbucks. White calico cloth was used for the front drop.25 The first play in Omaha (1869) was conducted on a stage only a little less crude. Described as roughly constructed, the stage in the Štěpánek Hall was in a building which had not been plastered inside, nor painted outside. Conditions improved noticeably in 1874 with construction of Kučera’s Hall, also near Thirteenth and William Streets. Its stage was described as well-equipped.26

The early performance of plays in private halls in Czech towns followed American patterns. Wealthier or entrepreneurial Czechs constructed general purpose halls above business establishments, which were used for all manner of public gatherings. Although the phenomenal growth of Czech-American communities and voluntary associations later resulted in the construction of public halls, some Czechs continued to operate private theatrical establishments in the American manner. Perhaps best known are Hokuf’s Hall at Wilber, Janáček’s Opera House in Schuyler, and Pospishil’s Opera House in Bloomfield (fig. 45). Smaller ones included Kovanda’s Opera House in Weston. Such private enterprises flourished principally where public facilities were not built, or where the private establishment was the larger or more elaborate facility.
By the 1880s some Czech-Nebraska communities and many chapters of voluntary associations created by Czechs—such as the Česko-Slovansky Podporující Spolek (ČSPS) and the Sokol—had become sufficiently established to begin construction of their own public meeting halls. Some nineteenth-century public halls in the older Czech settlements of Iowa, Wisconsin, and Chicago are known to have included stages for drama, but available evidence is uncertain concerning the number of early Nebraska halls which incorporated stages. The commodious hall constructed about 1885 by the Tabor lodge of the ČSPS in Humboldt apparently did not include a stage among its many architectural provisions. Of the two surviving early halls in Nebraska, only the one at Pishelville had a stage.

Virtually every Czech-American public hall built in Nebraska after 1900 included a bona fide stage for dramatic performance. Most were constructed by the ZCBl, which had split from the older ČSPS in 1897 at a meeting in Omaha. Many were also built by the Sokols, especially in Omaha and in the Saline County settlements, and some by the Katolický Jednota Sokol, the independent Sokol organization founded by Czech Catholics.

The construction of these public halls or theatres not only distinguishes them from the American pattern of commercial construction, but carries symbolic meaning as well. The Czech Národní obrození, that period of great cultural recovery, came to be materially symbolized in Bohemia by the construction of the Národní divadlo or National Theatre at Prague (figs. 46, 31). Built entirely from funds collected by popular subscription, the building literally belonged to the Czech nation. Its opening in 1881 to Bedřich Smetena’s Libuše marked the first time elite Czech drama had been staged publicly in Bohemia for decades. The resurgence of this most important art form, together with the circumstances of the building’s construction, are heralded in the words “Národ sobě” (The Nation Unto Itself) above the

Fig. 46. The National Theatre in Prague. (D. Murphy, NSHS)

proscenium arch. Czech halls and theatres in the United States, many of which were known as the “National Hall” (Národní síň), might be considered small American versions of the National Theatre because of their importance to their communities. Czech theatres were distinct from most of their American counterparts in the location of the “house” on the main level of the building, and in segregation from commercial establishments. As a result, their architectural character was more like that of a public building. Adoption of their own architectural designs, rather than utilizing American styles, outwardly symbolized a Czech
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Fig. 48. Interior view of the Clarkson (Nebraska) Opera House, showing the arrangement of the theatre. (P. Michael Whye, NSHS C998.1-440)

Fig. 49. A Bohemian village scene at the Clarkson (Nebraska) Opera House. (P. Michael Whye, NSHS C998.1-451)

public identity (figs. 2, 68). Czechs expressed this national character principally in one of two ways; the first in a vernacular neo-Renaissance style (české novorenasance), or the second, which perpetuated a popular provincial baroque style (venkovské barok). The meanings implicit in these styles became much more explicit on drop curtains inside the buildings.

The "house" of the Czech theatre was generally quite simple, like the most common nineteenth-century American houses. Its essential features followed the legacy of theatre design established in Renaissance Europe. In its most basic form, the house had a raised stage framed by a proscenium arch at one end of a large hall, or orchestra, and a gallery across the rear (fig. 47). The popular version of this arrangement reflected economic and pragmatic concerns; the large level floor with movable seating allowed the space to be used for many kinds of events. The multiple functions for which Czech halls were built—including gymnastics, dance, concerts, speeches, funerals, and banquets in addition to drama—required a design which was accommodated by the general purpose hall model (figs. 7, 48).

Stage and scenery also followed developments that were first introduced during the Renaissance. Stages varied in size and elaborateness, but generally Czech stage floors were flat, while front aprons, if they existed at
all, were merely suggested, following continental rather than English practice. Due to their typically smaller size, and to pragmatic considerations, Czech theatres retained the proscenium doors from the house to backstage on either side of the arch. These provided the only interior means of access to the stage.

Typical scenery rigging consisted of variations on the old wing-and-shutter system, which created a setting of depth enhanced by perspective painting. The system was composed of scenes painted on backdrops, with sets of wings on each side matched by narrow border curtains above. Shutters, or flats, had generally been replaced by backdrops by the later nineteenth century. Most of these were roll-drops while some of the larger Czech houses, such as the Crete and Omaha Sokol halls, had fly space above the stage which stored regular drop curtains.

Czech houses, like their Anglo-American counterparts, could accommodate any play if equipped with from three to six scenes. Theatres thus outfitted could support traveling troupes, who no longer had to transport their own scenery, as well as stage any locally-produced play. Imaginative combinations of drops, wings, and borders could give the illusion of more scenes than those suggested by the three to six matched sets. Common stock scenes included a plain interior, a fancy interior, an urban scene, a rustic or rural scene, a wood or forest scene, and a garden scene. By the nineteenth century, commercial studios were providing most of these, using standard designs to supply scenery of any size ordered by local managers. Mass-produced by technicians who were often considered unskilled, many stock scenes were criticized by artists and the managers of larger theatres alike.

Throughout much of the history of drama, scenes were changed in full view of the audience, often to their delight and entertainment. Front curtains, however, were used in elite theatres by the time drama was introduced to America. Green curtains were popular initially, but with the advent of rolled drops, and the proscenium, front, or act drop curtain in the early nineteenth century, new artistic expression was possible. Initially these curtains were operated only at the opening and closing of a play, but later they came to be used between acts to hide scene changes. During the nineteenth century romantic nature scenes were popular on front drops, and again, stock companies replicated the same scenes
hundreds of times. P.T. Barnum’s influence was felt by the second half of the century with the introduction of the advertisement curtain as a front drop. Ad curtains usually still focused on a romantic scene, but it was often much smaller to maximize commercial space (fig. 50). Some artists and houses became quite sophisticated in their advertising skills, eventually using signs on urban street backdrops to advertise for local merchants. 42 By the mid-nineteenth century the front draw curtain was popular again in elite theatres as an alternative to the front drop; it was usually of silk or velvet, and by the time of vaudeville was of a deep maroon or violet. 43

All of these influences and trends are evident, to varying degrees, in the scenery of Czech theatres in Nebraska. 44 Full complements of stock scenes are extant in halls at Crete, Clarkson, and near Ord, and possibly at Wilber and Brainard. 45 Crete’s collection includes the proscenium drop, an ad curtain with space for advertisements, a rustic village scene, and two garden and two wood scenes (fig. 58), while Clarkson has preserved the proscenium, a castle backdrop, a rustic village scene, and an urban, a wood, and two garden scenes. 46 The curtains at the Slavin Hall near Ord are distinguished by complete sets of complementary wings (fig. 51). This collection includes the proscenium, as well as a rustic interior, a fancy interior, an urban scene, and a wood scene. Together, Czech theatre curtains in Nebraska form a notable collection, representative in general of American scene design at the beginning of the twentieth century.

But more important, many Czech curtains are symbols of a distinct cultural heritage, which was revived during the Narodni obrozeni and recreated on American soil during the flowering of Czech-American culture in this century. These national or symbolic...
curtains are richly evocative, and lend an unmistakable aura to the theatre interior. Many were painted locally. Two kinds of curtains are represented in this role: proscenium drops and backdrops. Proscenium curtains range from the strictly pictorial to the more Americanized ad curtain varieties, and from the allegorical to the symbolic in content.

The single allegorical curtain in Nebraska appears at the Clarkson Opera House, which was built in 1915 by ZČBJ lodge Západní svornost (figs. 23, 48). Painted in 1929 by Crete artist Jack Ballard, the scene, set within an elaborately painted oval frame, depicts the Great Moravian Prince Svatopluk on his death bed setting forth his final wisdom to his sons. According to the legend, Svatopluk asked each son to break a single stick, something they...
were able to do easily. He then asked each to break a bundle of sticks, and no one could. The moral of the story, that there is strength in numbers, might be applied equally to the whole of Czech-American history as to the past several centuries of Czech history: the survival of Czech tradition here, and the successful entry of Czechs into American life, is due in large measure to the communal cultural life they led on American soil. The collective and mutually beneficial life fostered by voluntary organizations—whether they were freethinking, patriotic, or religious, or whether they focused on individual activities such as drama—became the American counterpart to the communal life of the Old Country village from where most emigrants departed.

Ballard is also responsible for the elegant proscenium curtain at the Crete Sokol Hall. Utilizing a gilt oval frame set within the illusion of a front frame of drawn curtains, this symbolic scene focuses on the Vyšehrad, the original Bohemian castle (fig. 7). It was the first seat of power of the Přemyslid princes in the tenth century, and is connected with the legend of Libuše, the princess who took the peasant Přemysl for a husband. Together they started the Přemyslid dynasty which lasted until 1306. Another rendition of the Vyšehrad was also painted by Ballard in 1932; it is the centerpiece for an ad curtain which formerly hung in the old Opera House in Wilber (fig. 56).

By far the most popular symbolic scene depicts the Hradčany in Prague, commonly known as the Prague Castle. Occupied from the tenth century, in the fourteenth the Emperor-King Charles IV made the castle the seat of the Holy Roman Empire, from where he fostered the Golden Age of Czech culture. Many ambitious projects were begun under his reign, including the construction of St. Vitus Cathedral (katedrála sv. Vita) in the castle compound, and the Charles Bridge (Karlův most) over the river Vltava, connecting the Old Town to the Malá Strana or Lesser Town below the castle. The proscenium curtain from the Vyšehrad Hall at Niobrara depicts one of the classic views of the castle, with the Charles Bridge in the foreground and the Hradčany atop the hill (fig. 57).
The magnificent proscenium curtain in Verdigre's Bílá Hora Hall features the Hradčany in full view from the Seminářská zahrada, the park overlooking the city of Prague (fig. 54). Set within a painted frame that matches the gilt proscenium arch, the scene is depicted in springtime with the trees in full bloom. All is rendered in minute detail. St. Nicholas Cathedral (chram sv. Mikuláše) is clearly visible in the Malá Strana below, as is the St. Vitus Cathedral in the castle, with its prominent transept tower. None of the Nebraska views of the castle show the cathedral in its present form because its completion during this century, long after the emigration, culminated nearly 500 years of construction.

Two other views are more simply rendered, yet in overall composition they are more iconic. The proscenium curtain in the Slavín Hall near Ord, painted in 1923, centers the Hradčany view within an elaborate tondo, above which are shields carrying the Czech coats of arms (cover and fig. 53). Above these is a red "velveteen" tab curtain, which is surrounded by advertisements. The stylized view of the castle is from the Malá Strana below, looking upward at the Hradčany.

At the Kollár Hall near DuBois the castle is depicted from the north, or "back" side, framed by opening draw curtains and a rising border (fig. 52). The border includes a banner with the lodge name at the top—Jan Kollár čís. 101—while a shield of the United States and a banner with the motto of the ZČBJ occur along the lower edge. The motto, "pravda, láška a věrnost," translates as "truth, love, and loyalty." Prominently featured on the border above the castle are three portraits of Czech national heroes, set within tondii (see figs. 1, 26, 86). At left is Jan Hus, the Czech religious reformer whose martyrdom in 1415 precipitated armed defense of the reforms he had inspired. The central portrait is of Jan Amos Komenský (Comenius), a bishop of the Protestant Czech Brethren, and an internationally-known philosopher and educator. On the right is Karel Havlíček-Borovský, a Národní obrošení journalist and a leading proponent of political self-determination for the Czechs. His efforts, not fully realized until the creation of an independent Czechoslovakia after World War I, are of...
particular note here since the curtain was painted in 1922.50

Two other curtains depict prominent Czech landmarks. The proscenium curtain in the old Čecho-Moravan Hall at Brainard provides a romantic view of the Národní divadlo or National Theatre at Prague, shown from the Vltava River. The other is a backdrop depicting Karlštejn, the rural castle of King Charles IV (fig. 55). Painted by the Twin City Scenic Company of Minne-

apolis, the historical importance of the castle was reinforced by the famous Czech poet Jaroslav Vrchlický in his most popular play, Noc na Karlštejně (A Night at Karlstein). Because of his associations with Czech drama, and with the Národní divadlo, the curtain may have commemorated Vrchlický equally with King Charles IV.51 The castle is shown here as it was at the time of emigration in the nineteenth century, prior to its restoration during this century.

The other curtains of cultural significance are scenic backdrops that represent symbolic renditions of stock settings. One group of two stage sets at the Slavín Hall near Ord portrays distinctly Czech versions of interior scenes. The more simple of the two represents a plain interior, and is clearly a rendition of the peasant světnice, the principal room of the village house (fig. 51). Geraniums set within casement windows are still a common sight today throughout rural Bohemia and Moravia. The other, a fancy interior decorated with pilasters, may represent a castle interior.

Another group of five drops is comprised of urban scenes, though rather than stock American designs, they are Old Country urban settings. Perhaps the most exquisite appears in the Národní sín or Milligan Auditorium (fig. 60). The scene depicts an unidentified town square complete with baroque towers, a fountain, and exotic street lamps. Another at Clarkson shows a square with buildings converging to a narrow street, undoubtedly a view from the town of Kutná Hora in Bohemia. The urban drop in the Bělá Hora Hall at Verdigre appears to be hybrid in character (fig. 59). Many details of architectural style are American, including the church at the end of the street. Other elements, however, are more Old than New World. The fourth curtain, at DuBois, is essentially American, save for the two towers, which have an Old World feel. Czech-American assimilation is suggested in the backdrop in the Mladočechů Hall at Linwood, which is an urban scene focusing on the United States Capitol.

Finally, two scene curtains are symbolic drops that recreate the Old Coun-

Fig.59. The urban drop curtain at the Bělá Hora Hall, Verdigre, Nebraska. (P. Michael Whye, NSHS C998.1-527)
the feelings of nostalgia the symbolic recreation of the festive village atmosphere must have created in the audience. Czech-American theatre curtains explicitly represent symbolic and enduring aspects of the Czech cultural contribution to American history. From allegorical and symbolic to representational depictions, and the dramatic performances of which these paintings were part, Czech curtains reveal a theatrical presence that was both traditional and indigenous. The character of Czech contributions to this art was distinct from American forms in its prominent local origins, its focus on cultural identity, and in its longevity. These contributions are reflected materially in distinct theatre buildings, as well as in elegant front and backdrop curtains. Wherever they remain today, Czech theatre curtains are a legacy of the Czech-American experience, and enduring dramatic expressions of a sophisticated rural culture.
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